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CL^ G way back yonder in the dawn-days, so runs the story, a certain

tribesman fashioned for himself a dwelling place of uncommon beauty.

And it came to pass that all of the village folk gathered round to

admire and envy. One by one, they sought the services of this Master

Maker, offering payment from their stores of food and raiment. Thus,

in the fullness of time, this gifted individual became known as The

Builder of Homes, and busied himself at his loved labor, while other

tribesmen went forth to hunt, or fish, or fight.

And so, they tell us, came the first architect; the founder of our

noblest and most enduring art.

What a long, long way we've traveled from those dawn-days to the

second quarter of the Twentieth Century! And what a wealth of

wondrous materials we have acquired on our iourney thru the ages!

Most amazing of all is the progress that has been made in the present

generation. We, the makers of Sani Onyx, are frankly proud of the

distinction of contributing to this era a magic material that lifts the

limitations of convention, and opens an entirely new world of decora-

tive possibilities.

And we are grateful for the privilege of dedicating this book "Sani

Onxy tor Your Walls," to the architects and builders of America,

those modern-minded men who breathe beauty into buildings, and

thus share their dreams with all of us.
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he tirst question, naturally enough, fact that Sani Onyx isn't an inferior or

material of far greater strength than either

marble or tile.

-

is, "Just what is Sani Onyx?" Let makeshift material. It is a superior substance
us answer in a single sentence: Sani with distinct advantages not shared by any
Onyx is a modern vitreous building other product. Sani Onyx has come to sup'

plant, not to substitute.

Sani Onyx is made in either tile pattern
This remarkable present-day product is sheets or plain slabs, to meet every construe

tused from rock ingredients, at 2600 degrees tion need. The tile pattern is available in

Fahrenheit. It is as enduring as a wall of either 3 -inch or 6-inch squares. The sheets
olid flint, and will actually outserve the can be supplied 24 inches, 30 inches, 36 inches
building itself. and 54 inches wide and up to 120 inches

Elsewhere in this book you will tind de- long. You may have your choice of A'inch
tailed suggestions for the application of this or ,"„ inch thickness.

product. But let us say here, briefly, that The plain Sani Onyx slabs can be had in

Sani Onyx has an important place in every any width up to 54 inches and any length
home and public building. It is extensively up to 120 inches. They may be had in four
used for walls, ceilings and floors; for wains- thicknesses; A-inch, ^-inch, M-inch and
coting, baseboards and stair risers and treads; 1-inch. Both the tile pattern sheets and
tor partitions, counters, railings, and for plain slabs are available in the six standard
halt-a-hundred other purposes that will be- Sani Onyx colors,

come apparent as you learn more of the

limitless possibilities ot the product.

In order to assure perfect installations of

Marietta

The natural fire-polished surface of Sani Manufacturing Company has established

Onyx is absolutely uniform, and as softly local construction offices in practically every

smooth as glass. Moreover, Sani Onyx is city.

proof against all of the common enemies ot It is the mission of these local construe

other building materials. It does not stain tion companies to render practical service

or discolor; nor is it affected by warmth, to architects and builders. They have ex-

moisture or salt air. Unlike marble, tile or perienced workmen and special machinery

plaster, it does not crack or check, even

under severe strain. Climatic conditions do

not alter Sani Onyx in the slightest degree

to make installations that are correct in

every detail.

Architects should not hesitate to ask for

and it is impermeable to water or any liquid, information concerning this wonderful new
including all acids except hydroflunc.

We cannot too strongly emphasize the

building material which is rapidly replacing

marble and tile.
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Sahi Onyx
as a Building Material

Jf°
o material lends itself so acceptably mand for buildings of distinctive beauty

to any modern type of architecture and enduring charm,

as Sani Onyx. And none affords so Slabs or sheets of Sani Onyx are quickly

wide a range of pleasing color combinations. and easily cut to exact measure by expe-

We present, on pages 16 and 17, six of rienced workmen from our local construe-

the basic colors shown in combination tion offices, and installed according to your

blue, green, ivory, gray, white, and black. specifications.

Many combinations of these colors are of Let us make it perfectly clear that the

course possible, such, for example, as blue examples set forth in this book are sugges

with either white, gray or ivory for bath-

rooms, kitchens, etc.

In addition to these six standard colors,

new colors and color effects are continually

being developed. On succeeding pages of

this book you will find a few of these color

suggestions set forth in detail. Your own

tions only. The resourceful architect will

develop many other combinations. Remenv

ber that any desired design may be cut on

Sani Onyx sheets or panels and reproduced

in any color or combination of colors.

One of the delightful things about Sani

experience with this material will suggest °NYX
'
y°u know

'
ls that each day brings

many other pleasing effects. new suggestions, and reveals new opportuni

Sani Onyx now is available in six surface ties for the application of this magic material.

textures—flame glaze, semi-matte, matte, The material is so new that we are only just

tapestry, polychrome and embossed.

The three latter textures particularly

have made possible new and exclusive

effects that defy duplication by any other

known process.

These rich rare tapestry, polychrome and
embossed designs are forcible reminders

that this marvelous material is as beautiful

beginning to appreciate its almost limitless

possibilities.

The natural fire-polished surface of Sani

Onyx serves as a perfect background for

attractive decorative colors. These colors

are permanent, and are not affected by

water, acid or other liquids.

Even after years of the hardest kind of

as it is practical. No other material, regard- service, you will find the flint-like surface

less of cost, affords the opportunity for such of Sani Onyx as fresh and lustrous as the

beautiful effects and color combinations. very day it was installed—and without a

Sani Onyx provides an appropriate wall and trace of stain or discoloration.

ceiling treatment for every room in every

home or public building.

There is no more "wear out" to Sani

Onyx than there is to rock itself. Only
In Sani Onyx you have a new-day mate- malicious destruction can mar its striking

rial; a material to meet the increasing de- beauty.

-<**-



MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U. S. A.

Sani Onyx is not only economical in first planning the use of this material to the very

cost, but serves continuously for a lifetime, best advantage. Call upon them or write

without a particle of expense for upkeep or the home office for samples of Sani Onyx in

re'decorating. It gives a beauty and perma- any of the colors you may desire, as well as

nence to home or public building that is working blue prints for a proposed installs

possible with no other material. tion. This is a service that is g

Sani Onyx construction offices, in the without cost or obligation to you.

principal cities, will be happy to aid you in

given
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U.S.A.

PiO GM PIO

No 432 * A - 6-inch Border - Widch of design 5 inches

No 4^4 - B - 6-inch Border - Width of design 4 inches

No 436 - C - 6-ineh Border Widrh of design 4- I 2 inches

No 4^8 - D - 6-inch Border - Widih of design 4-] 2 inches

*&&ttw
No 442 - E 6 inch Border - Width of design 4 inches

AJVJVJ1 it v/ V^ N*^

? A*

No '495 F rich Border - Widrh of design 5 inches

Stock lengths )6 inches all edges ground For polished edg.s tdd rcguhi ihjrgc

Letters following design numbers denote caps and borders thai harmonize

r ^M.MM
No 444 - G - ft-mch Border - Width of design 5 inches

No. 446 - H - fe-inch Border - Widih of design 5 met

HH
V

No. 448 - J - 6-inch Border - Widch of design 4 1 2 inches

No. 452 - K - 6-inch Border - Width of design 4-1 2 inches

No 4t4 - L - h inch Border - Width of dsign 4 inches

IH^mi
No 456 M 6-inch Border - Widih of design 5 inches

Prices on all decorated work upon application.

Designs can be decorated in any desired colors. Special designs C2t\ be made.

SANI ONYX DECORATED BORDERS
Onyx artists arc always glad to ma\d up any special design, emblem, trademark

etc , to your mdmdual specifications. This is an Architectural Advisory Service, which

given gladly, without cost or obligation to you.

II ©MY
AVITREOUS MARBLE
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Some Practical Examples
Showing the Use of SaA[I Oa(TX

to Beautify Buildings

\ the pages that follow you will observe not crack, check or discolor. Moreover,

the actual application of Sani Onyx in other building materials are porous, while

various patterns, colors and color combi- Sani Onyx is impermeable to moisture.

nations,and under widely varyingconditions.

Let us emphasize the fact that these are

thoroughly practical installation^, worked

out in detail by the architects on our Ad-

A Sani Onyx surface is as easily cleaned

as a china dish. It has a high natural polish,

so smooth that practically no dirt adhei

to it. Simply go over the surface lightly with

visory Staff. These effects may be duplicated
a damp cloth ^ t0 remove Hne particles of

anywhere at any time with Sani Onyx
dust Thats an the cleaning required!

tock materials. In the installation of Sani

Onyx there are no difficult teats to be ac-

complished no baffling problems to be

olved. This material will harmonize per-

fectly with any desired decorative effect.

You will appreciate, ot course, that the

number of decorative suggestions we can

An exclusive installation feature of Sani-

Onyx is our plastic cement, which permits

self-adjustment of the slabs to the settling

of floors and walls, without cracking or

other damage.

It is impractical for the manufacturers of

, n„ ^i„\;Mi*mA uia ^.u Sani On \ \ to send a full line of samples to
pre nt here neo sanly limited. \\ e ^ould r

till •

il books with similar designs, but our nearl >' tcn thousand architects in the United

PurP ( : mply tomdicate the possibilities States and ( anada; however, any arehit t

o i Ol K. Your ingenuit e are confi- who is preparing spe. ications for a build-

dentAvill contrive many attractive combina ing in which Sam ( v.x -hould he specified,

tion nd new u tor this magic material. will be turmshed with necessary samples

And the most heartening feature of all is upon request.

t that, on. installed, these d ignsare In lieu of a general distribution ot -.unples,

olut* . rmanent They are not affected we ha\ under the direction ot our on

by w d tear, and will give lit time

ithout additional expense tor repan

or i d«. iting The first cost is the

Think I k lor just a mom I How
man tin n yourown ;pen ice du

irbl pi ' -rortilewalls,t ked,

suiting st f ot architects, prepared this

ook which we believe will be a valuable

addition to your library of building materials.

Realizing that the architect must have

a>- to an almost unhmit J fund ot in

mation to which he may refer upon
ip} 01 olored. Thi>. you knov- moments noti we \ e endeavored t

ot only un , but unsanitary as w tell the story of Sani ( x in a few words,

Th ondition that never occurs with relying largely upon the colored plat t

n teria :\\ the •
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U.S.A

A 1PLE. EFFL flVE BAT1 :OOM
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U.S. A
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A STRIKINGLY UNIQUE TREATMENT

This charming Sani Onyx; bathroorn is not nearly as expensive as one would imagine.

?ipte the pleasing effect of gray wainscoting with nail of white, bath in the popular tile

pattern The decorated cap and border lends just the needed touch oj The tile pattern

\ni Onyx is available in large sheets, making installation 0} this material quid

weal.

MI ©MY
AVITREOUS MARBLE
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U.S.A.
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DAINTY, YET PERFECTLY PRACTICAL

And here is another \itchen of beckoning beauty. And the best of it is that the delight-

fully dainty effects so evident here are thoroughly practical Hot only is the first co t agree-

ably reasonable, but the decoration is unusually lasting. Sani Onyx will serve a lifetime.

Smot{c and grease may be removed from these walls with very little effort. Sani Onyx is

[DEAL fur kitchens.

HOMY
AVITREOUS MARBLE
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U.S.A.

CHARMING IVORY BREAKFAST ROOM

What could he more captivating than this charming ivory breakfast room? And remem-

ber, these Sani Onyx tile pattern sheets may be had in a variety of colors, to harmonize

ith almost any color effect. Sanitary and readily clea 1, Sani Onyx is ideal alike

r homes and public buildings. Samples and blue prints are ,
available without

cost or obligation.

jye ©my
A VITREOUS MARBLE
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPA Y, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U. S. A

SUPERB LIBRARY OR DIREl I' R(

1

This beautiful Italian

the MariettaM
(SaniO tht

materi urely i

R norExclu »£> i

CANI ONYX
- 'AVITREOUS MARBLE
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U.S.A.

JUST THE THING FOR LODGE OR THEATRE

Today any American with a modest income may enjoy am cm rial, thai lsd td

Cleopatra of the Hilt despite her u Ith, /* r and f ition! From -zling I

scenes, pictured h. to the simplest of simple effects. Sani Onyx is at your commai

And nv the w \y what a sumptuous decoration this i Id make for lod
•
theatre.'

Anv n. sym I

or trade-mark may cut on Sam I I x anH re/wduard m ayiy de-

sired color or combination of colors.

The accomhanvm? illustration is a reproducti of a wall panel in the beautiful Egypt i

DishLiv Room at the great Sani Onyx factory ar Indianapolis. The original panel is

tx 56 inches in size and the figures are m it life-life. Architect ndbu rs are invited

to visit our display rooms at anytime.

mi ©my
AVITREOUS MARBLE
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U.S.A.

\
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SANI ONYX IN THE POPULAR "HOSPITAL GRAY*

SaniOnyx is rapidly gaining in popularity uith the leading hospitals. The new "fl ntal

Gray" in combination with Ivory as pictured in tins Surger nakes I tific illy

correct /or perfect lighting. ?ip objectionable glare. The sanitary features of
v (O

jna^e it doubly desirable for hospital use.

A VITREOUS MARBLE
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B flFUL P( VCHROME SA I O VX

CANI ONYX
iJavitreous marble
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U.S. A

Black Tape>t i Si le No. "16O Ivory Tapestry, S Mo.

White Tapestrj Si i. ~>55 G' Tapestry. Style N ">0

( r> i rapestrj s
'

'•• ''' No. 56 l
HI

TAPESTRY SANI ONYX

Tapestry Sani Onyx is the aristocrat oj the Sani Onyx family, h /in I its place in

most exclusive homes as well as public and simi-pubhc buildings. Tapestr\ d

cut on plain Sani Onyx slabs, using, any of the six standard color The design beam

an integral fxirr of the Sani Onyx and will endure through the a°es. Tapestry Sani ( hn \

is m a class by itselj.

I ©MY
AVITREOUS MARBLE
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U . S . A

Decorated

Saw Owx
Panels

y

II

These panels can be made in

lengths up to 120 inches and in

any width up to 54 inches.

The architect will hnd man

u for Sani Onyx Panels.

They are particularly adapta-

ble to columns and decorative

ills. Wonderful effects may

K -ccured through the proper

use of these panek

'HIT'

CANIONYX
u v i T P E 01 MARBLI
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO M PANV. INDIANAPOLIS, INDIA A . l\ S . A

SANI ONYX RADIATOR
FLOOR PLATES

hot radiate:- k.

ng damage to expei - _
- - or

hardwood floors. S Onyx F R
oor PI z a st ^ro-

SANI ONYX GRILL

A San i Onyx Grill works in most beauti-

fully v. n used in conjunctior ith S

Onyx wall or wainscoting. It can be in'

stalled as a section of S i Onyx wall

of the same color scheme and makes a

perfect installation.

J

SANI ONYX WINDOW SILL
ow are so run n and rar must be re-painted. S

Wir._".•.». on ill outic the - ig itse In
~

or"S Onyx V Jo an wood.

< \

Uandapar
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U.S.A.

Office Building Lobb: towing walls of Ashler Styl - mi Onyx

\ ^v\i Onyx Switch Board in a modern power house.

4 29
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MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, U.S. A

THE IDEAL PARTITION FOR ALL PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Illustrated above is the most modern
and approved type of partition that is

built. The partition as shown is extended

72 inches above the floor, 54 inches from

the wall, and has 35 inches between parti-

tions. Width ot stalls may be changed

according to floor space.

The illustration shows the use ot plain

white Sani Onyx slabs for partitions and

wainscoting with gray Ashler style walls.

The floor is a combination ot dull-bnished

gray and white Sani Onyx.

Sani Onyx is the most practical sub-

stance on the market for toilet rooms. It is

impervious to moisture and therefore will

not stain as does marble and tile.

Installation: Easily and quickly installed

in any number; in any part ot the room.

Widths and lengths are adjustable to sped'

tications or plumbing. We will furnish the

partitions complete with Sani Onyx cut to

size, castings, frames, and doors equipped
with standard hardware, ready for instant

installations. Or will furnish you the

special casting, frames, and doors equipped

with standard hardware, ready for instant

installations.

We will furnish on request blueprint show
ing the construction details. Our Engineer-

ing Department is at your service to esti-

mate the cost of any contemplated toilet

partition installation.

^{31 fe—



MARIETTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA, U.S.A.

y

Easy to Install

The installation of Sani Onyx is a comparatively

simple operation. In order to secure the best

results, however, Sani Onyx should be installed

over a base which can be water-proofed—that 1

over a rough plaster, brick, stone, or concrete

wall. By referring to the illustration, you will see

the method used in installing Sani Onyx. A
plastic cement is used, which "gives'* with the

settling of the building; this cement never be-

comes dry or hard and, because of this fact,

Sani Onyx walls never crack, a feature which

should receive the architects most careful con-

sideration. In remodeling, Sani Onyx may be

readily installed over old plaster walls—Becaus

Sani Onyx comes in large units, it may be in-

stalled with amazing speed and ease.

H
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Homes

Apartments

( s

Hotels

7*i

Confectioneries

Drug Stores

Restaurants

Meat Markets

Bakeries

Floors

Ceilings

L bies

Bathrooms

Dairies

Office Buildings

Public Libraries

Schools

Churches

Hospitals

Sanitoriums

Public Institutions

Theatres

Gymnasiums

Turkish Baths

Power Houses

Com I Stations

Railway Stations

Barber Shops

Walls

C mns

Wainsi

Toilet Rooms

Kitchens

Stairways

Shou Window

Bulkheads

Entrances

Club Rooms

Beaut \ Parlors

Church Altars

Window Sills

Radiate* Floor Plates

Baths

Kitchen

Sa\i 0.\rx in the Home
Toilets

Lning Rooms

Dining Roams

Brea\{jast Rooms

Stairwa-

Dens

eries

Laundry Rex
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